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The physical process version and the equilibrium state version of the first law of black ring ther-
modynamics in n-dimensional Einstein gravity with Chern-Simons term were derived. This theory
constitutes the simplest generalization of the five-dimensional one admitting a stationary black ring
solutions. The equilibrium state version of the first law of black ring mechanics was achieved by
choosing any cross section of the event horizon to the future of the bifurcation surface.
PACS numbers: 04.50.+h, 98.80.Cq.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various attempts to unify the forces of Nature involve a great resurgence of the consideration of spacetimes of
dimensionality greater than four. Consequently, there occurs also continuously growing interest in n-dimensional
black holes and its mathematical structure. Namely, the uniqueness theorem for static n-dimensional black holes was
quite well established [1]. Recently, the proof of the rigidity theorem in higher dimensional gravity for non-extremal
black holes was provided [2]. On the other hand, for stationary axisymmetric n-dimensional solutions the situation
is far from obvious. It was shown [3] that even in five-dimensional spacetime there is the so-called black ring solution
having S2 × S1 topology of the event horizon. It has the same mass and angular momentum as a spherical five-
dimensional stationary axisymmetric black hole. If one assumes the topology of black hole event horizon as S3 the
uniqueness proof can be established (see Ref.[4] for the vacuum case and Ref.[5] for the stationary axisymmetric self-
gravitating σ-model). In literature, there has been black ring solution possessing both electric and magnetic dipole
charges [6, 7], also static black ring solution has been found in five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity
[8] and systematically derived in [9] both in asymptotically flat and non-asymptotically flat case. There are also a
supersymmetric generalizations of these objects [11] (for a review of a black ring story see [12] and references therein).
As the interest of these object systematically grows we shall in our paper study the first law of black ring thermody-
namics in the case of n-dimensional gravity coupled to Chern-Simons (CS) term. In five-dimensional case of Einstein
gravity with CS term, i.e., a minimal supergravity theory, the black ring solution was given in Ref.[13]. We shall
consider the simplest generalization of this theory to the case of n-dimensions. First, we look for the physical process
version of the first law of black ring thermodynamics. In black hole physics it was realized changing a stationary black
hole by some infinitesimal physical process , e.g., by throwing matter into black hole. When one assumes that the
final state of black hole settles down to a stationary one, we can extract the changes of black hole’s parameters and
in this way conceive the idea about the first law of black hole mechanics. The physical process version of the first
law of black hole thermodynamics was studied in Einstein and Einstein-Maxwell (EM) theory in Refs.[14, 15] and in
Einstein-Maxwell axion-dilaton (EMAD) gravity being the low-energy limit of the heterotic string theory in Ref.[16].
Having in mind the assumption about spherical topology of n-dimensional black hole the physical process version
of the first law of thermodynamics was treated in Ref.[17] in the case of Einstein gravity coupled to (n − 2)-gauge
form field strength. This kind of derivation of the first law of thermodynamics was also elaborated in the case black
rings in higher dimensional gravity containing (p + 1)-form field strength and dilaton field [18], being the simplest
generalization of five-dimensional one in which stationary black ring solution has been provided [13].
The other attitude to the problem of the first law of black hole thermodynamics is the so-called equilibrium state
version. It was studied in the seminal paper of Bardeen, Carter and Hawking [19]. This attitude is based on taking into
account the linear perturbations of a stationary electrovac black hole to another one. Arbitrary asymptotically flat
perturbations of a stationary black hole were considered in Ref.[20], while the first law of black hole thermodynamics
valid for an arbitrary diffeomorphism invariant Lagrangian with metric and matter fields possessing stationary and
axisymmetric black hole solutions were given in Refs.[21]-[24]. The cases of higher curvature terms and higher
derivative terms in the metric were considered in [25], while the situation when the Lagrangian is an arbitrary
function of metric, Ricci tensor and a scalar field was elaborated in Ref.[26]. In Ref.[27] of a charged rotating black
hole where fields were not smooth through the event horizon was treated.
2The first law of black hole thermodynamics was also provided in the case of n-dimensional black holes. The equi-
librium state version was studied in Ref.[28] . Some of the works assume that four-dimensional black hole uniqueness
theorem extends to higher dimensional case are devoted to the problem [29].
In Ref.[30], the authors using the notion of bifurcate Killing horizons and taking into account dipole charges were
managed to find the first law of black hole thermodynamics for black ring solutions. In the higher dimensional gravity
containing (p + 1)-form field strength and dilaton fields the first law of black ring mechanics choosing an arbitrary
cross section of the event horizon to the future of the bifurcation surface was derived in Ref.[31].
Our paper will be devoted to the first law of black ring thermodynamics in n-dimensional Einstein CS gravity, being
the simplest generalization of a five-dimensional theory which admits stationary black ring solution. In Sec.II we shall
elaborate the physical process version of the first law of black ring thermodynamics, while Sec.III will be devoted to
the equilibrium state version of the first law. We shall derive this law by choosing the arbitrary cross section of the
black ring event horizon to the future of the bifurcation surface. It allows one to treat fields which are not necessary
smooth through the event horizon. Our requires only that the pull-back of the fields in the future of bifurcation
surface be smooth.
II. PHYSICAL PROCESS VERSION OF THE FIRST LAW OF BLACK RING MECHANICS
In this Sec. we shall consider the simplest higher dimensional generalization a of minimal five-dimensional super-
gravity theory where a stationary black ring solutions have been found. In five-dimensional case the solutions were
sufficiently complicated that a first law of thermodynamics could not be found by inspection [13]. In the case under
consideration the action will be subject to the relation
L = ǫ
(
(n)R− FµνF
µν − γ ǫaa1a2b1b2...m1m2Aa Fa1a2 . . . Fm1m2
)
, (1)
where γ corresponds to CS coupling constant, ǫ is the n-dimensional volume element, Fµν = 2∇[µAν]. We remark
that above Lagrangian applies to an odd dimensional spacetimes (n = 2d+ 1) for which it includes the CS term.
The equations of motion for the n-dimensional gravity with CS term yield
Gµν − Tµν(F ) = 0, (2)
∇µF
µν −
γ(n− 1)
4
ǫνa1a2b1b2...m1m2 Fa1a2 . . . Fm1m2 = 0, (3)
while the energy momentum tensor consist only of the Maxwell field contribution, i.e.,
Tµν(F ) = 2FµβF
β
ν −
1
2
gµνF
2. (4)
To deal with the problem of the physical version of the first law of black rings thermodynamics we shall first begin
with the explicit expressions for the variation of mass and angular momentum and perform variation of the Lagrangian
(1) evaluating the variations of the adequate fields, which implies
δL = ǫ
(
Gµν − Tµν(F )
)
δgµν −
(
4∇αF
αβ −
γ(n− 1)
4
ǫβa1a2b1b2...m1m2Fa1a2 . . . Fm1m2
)
δAβ + dΘ. (5)
In our paper we denote fields in the underlying theory by ψα, while their variations by δψα. Having in mind relation
(5) we get the symplectic (n− 1)-form Θj1...jn−1 [ψα, δψα] of the form as
Θj1...jn−1 [ψα, δψα] = ǫµj1...jn−1
[
ωµ − 4Fµβ δAβ − 2γ(n− 2)ǫ
aµa2...m1m2 Aa Fa1a2 . . . Fm1m2 δAa2
]
, (6)
where ωµ = ∇
αδgαµ −∇µδgβ
β .
In the next step one ought to find the Noether (n − 1)-form with respect to this above mentioned Killing vector.
Namely, we look for the form subject to the relation Jj1...jn−1 = ǫmj1...jn−1J
m
[
ψα,Lξψα
]
. Thus we have finally left
with
Jj1...jn−1 = d
(
QGR +QFCS
)
j1...jn−1
+ 2 ǫδj1...jn−1
(
Gδη − T
δ
η(F )
)
ξη (7)
+ ǫmj1...jn−1 ξ
dAd
[
− 4∇βF
βm + γ(n− 1)ǫma1a2b1b2...m1m2 Fa1a2 Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2
]
,
3where we denoted by QGRj1...jn−2 the expression as follows:
QGRj1...jn−2 = −ǫj1...jn−2ab∇
aξb, (8)
and by QFCSj1...jn−2 the relation of the following form:
QFCSj1...jn−2 = ǫmδj1...jn−2
(
2F δm
(n− 2)!
−
γ(n− 2)
(n− 2)!
ǫδmab1b2...m1m2 Aa Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2
)
ξdA
d. (9)
Having in mind that J [ξ] = dQ[ξ] + ξαCα, where Cα is an (n− 1)-form constructed from dynamical fields, i.e., from
gµν and Fµν gauge field. One can identify Qj1...jn−1 = (Q
GR + QF + QCS)j1...jn−1 with the Noether charge for the
considered theory. It reveals then that Cα reduces to the following:
Caj1...jn−1 = 2ǫmj1...jn−1
[
Ga
m − Ta
m(F )
]
(10)
+ ǫmj1...jn−1 Aa
(
− 4∇βF
βm + γ(n− 1)ǫma1a2b1b2...m1m2 Fa1a2 Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2
)
.
The case when Cα = 0 is responsible for the source-free Eqs. of motion but on the contrary, when this is not the
case, one gets the following:
Gµν − Tµν(F ) = Tµν(matter), (11)
∇βF
βµ =
γ(n− 1)
4
ǫµa1a2b1b2...m1m2 Fa1a2 Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2 + j
µ(matter). (12)
Let us assume further that (gµν , Fαβ) are solutions of source-free equations of motion and (δgµν , δF
αβ) are the
linearized perturbations satisfying Eqs. of motion with sources δTµν(matter) and δj
µ(matter). It enables us to
conclude that
δCaj1...jn−1 = ǫmj1...jn−1
(
2δTa
m(matter) + jm(matter)Aa
)
. (13)
The Killing vector field ξα describes a symmetry of the background matter field. By virtue of it the formula for a
conserved quantity related with the Killing vector field ξα may be expressed as
δHξ = −
∫
Σ
ǫmj1...jn−1
[
2δTa
m(matter)ξa +Aaξ
a δjm(matter)
]
(14)
+
∫
∂Σ
[
δQ(ξ)− ξ ·Θ
]
.
As in Ref.[15], if one takes ξα to be an asymptotic time translation tα, then it enables us to identify M = Ht and in
particular we obtain the variation of the ADM mass. Thus in this picture we get the following
α δM = −
∫
Σ
ǫmj1...jn−1
[
2δTa
m(matter)ta +Aat
a δjm(matter)
]
(15)
+
∫
∂Σ
[
δQ(t)− t ·Θ
]
,
where we denoted by α = n−3
n−2 . On the other hand, if we turn our attention to the Killing vector fields φ(i) which
are responsible for the rotation in the adequate directions, one gets the relations for angular momenta written in the
form as
δJ(i) =
∫
Σ
ǫmj1...jn−1
[
2δTa
m(matter)φa(i) +Aaφ
a
(i) δj
m(matter)
]
(16)
+
∫
∂Σ
[
δQ(t)− φ(i) ·Θ
]
.
Next, we proceed to the physical process version of the first law of black ring thermodynamics. Let us us assume that
(gµν , Fαβ) are solutions to the source free Einstein equations. Moreover, let ηα denotes the event horizon Killing
vector field of the form
ηµ = tµ +
∑
i
Ω(i)φ
µ(i). (17)
4Suppose, now that one perturbs the black ring by dropping into it some matter. Furthermore, assume that the black
ring will be not destroyed in the process of it and it settles down to a stationary solution [15]. We shall compute
changes of a mass and angular momenta using relations (15)-(16) and find the change of the horizon’s area using
the Raychaudhuri equation. In what follows we shall assume that Σ0 is an asymptotically flat hypersurface which
terminating on the black ring event horizon. Then, one takes into account the initial data on Σ0 for a linearized
perturbations of (δgµν , δFαβ) with δTµν(matter) and δj
µ(matter). We require that δTµν(matter) and δj
µ(matter)
vanish at infinity and the initial data for (δgµν , δFαβ) disappear in the vicinity of the black ring horizon H on the
hypersurface Σ0. These requirements provide that for the initial time Σ0, the considered black hole is unperturbed.
Hence the perturbations vanish near the internal boundary ∂Σ0, one gets from relations (15) and (16) that the
following is fulfilled:
α δM −
∑
i
Ω(i)δJ
(i) = (18)
−
∫
Σ0
ǫmj1...jn−1
[
2δTa
m(matter)ηa + ηaAa δj
m(matter)
]
=
∫
H
γα kα ǫ¯j1...jn−1 ,
where ǫ¯j1...jn−1 = n
δ ǫδj1...jn−1 while n
δ is a future directed unit normal to the hypersurface Σ0. On the other hand,
kα is tangent vector to the affinely parametrized null geodesics generators of the black ring event horizon.
In the last term of relation (18) we have replaced nδ for kδ. It can be done because of the fact that the current γ
α
is conserved as well as by the assumption that all the matter falls into black ring.
Before considering the integrals over the black ring event horizon let take into account the following relation:
LηAc ǫ
mcb1b2...m1m2 Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2 − η
kFkc ǫ
mcb1b2...m1m2 Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2 (19)
= ∇c
(
Ajη
j ǫmcb1b2...m1m2 Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2
)
.
Because of the fact that ηα is symmetry of the background solution the first term of the left-hand side of Eq.(19) is
equal to zero. Then, let us turn to n-dimensional Raychaudhuri equation of the form as follows:
dθ
dλ
= −
θ2
(n− 2)
− σijσ
ij −Rµνξ
µξν , (20)
where λ is an affine parameter corresponding to vector kα, θ is the expansion and σij is shear. Shear and expansion
vanish in the stationary background. Inspection of Eq.(20) provides that Rαβk
αkβ |H= 0, which in turn implies that
FµαFν
αkµkν |H= 0. By the antisymmetry of the U(1)-gauge field tensor one reveals that Fαβk
α ∼ kβ . It provides
the pull-back of Fαβk
α to the black hole ring horizon vanishes. On the other hand this fact leads immediately to the
conclusion that Fαβk
α is a closed one-form. Using the Hodge decomposition theorem it may be written as a sum of
closed and harmonic form. Due to the fact that the field Eqs. are satisfied the exact form is equal to zero and the
only contribution stems from the harmonic part of the considered one-form. As in Refs.[18, 30, 31] by means of the
duality between homology and cohomology it follows that the surface terms will be of the form of a constant relating
to the harmonic part of the one-form and the variation of a local charge. We arrive at he following:
α δM −
∑
i
Ω(i)δJ
(i) +Φe δQe +Φm δqm = 2
∫
H
δTµ
ν(matter)ξµkν . (21)
The right-hand side of Eq.(21), can be found by the same procedure as described in Refs.[15, 16, 17], i.e., having in
mind n-dimensional Raychauduri Eq. and using the fact that the null generators of the event horizon of the perturbed
black ring coincide with the null generators of the unperturbed stationary black ring, one arrives at the expression
κ δA =
∫
H
δT µν(matter)ξ
νkµ, (22)
where κ is the surface gravity.
The physical process version of the first law of black rings mechanics may be written as
α δM −
∑
i
Ω(i)δJ
(i) +Φe δQe +Φm δqm = 2κ δA. (23)
5III. EQUILIBRIUM STATE VERSION OF THE FIRST LAW OF BLACK RING MECHANICS
In this section we shall derive the first law of black rings dynamics in n-dimensional CS gravity by choosing an
arbitrary cross section of the event horizon to the future of the bifurcation sphere. As was remarked in [27] this
attitude enables one to treat fields which are not necessarily smooth through the horizon. The only requirement is
that the pull-back of these fields in the future of the bifurcation surface be smooth. Let us consider the spacetime
with asymptotic conditions at infinity and equipped with the Killing vector field ξµ, which introduces an asymptotic
symmetry. It is turned out that there exists a conserved quantity Hξ [32], which yields
δHξ =
∫
∞
(
δ¯Q(ξ)− ξΘ
)
. (24)
δ¯ is the variation which has no effect on ξα because of the fact that the Killing vector field is treated as a fixed
background and it ought not to be varied in expression (24).
In our considerations we were bound to the case of stationary axisymmetric black ring solution so the Killing vector
field will be given by Eq.(17). We shall consider an asymptotically hypersurface Σ ending on the part of the event
horizon H to the future of the bifurcation surface. The cross section of the black ring horizon will constitute the
inner boundary of the hypersurface Σ. It will be denoted by SH. In our considerations of the first law of black
ring dynamics we shall compare variations between two neighbouring states of the considered object. In general,
there is a freedom which points can be chosen to correspond when one compares two slightly different solutions. In
what follows we choose this freedom [19] to make SH the same of the two solutions (freedom of the general coordinate
transformation) as well as we consider the case when the null vector remains normal to SH. Of course, the stationarity
and axisymmetricity of the solution will be preserved which in turn causes that δtα and δφµ(i) will be equal to zero.
It yields that the variation of the Killing vector field ηα is of the form δη
µ =
∑
i δΩ(i)φ
µ(i).
As in the previous section let us assume that (gµν , Fαβ) are solutions of the equations of motion and (δgµν , δF
αβ)
are the linearized perturbations satisfying Eqs. of motion. We shall require that the pull-back of Fαβ to the future of
the bifurcation surface be smooth, but not necessary smooth on it. We also assume that the fields and their variations
fall off sufficiently rapid at infinity. Having it all in mind we can write the relation
α δM −
∑
i
Ω(i)δJ
(i) =
∫
SH
(
δ¯Q(η)− ηΘ
)
. (25)
The same arguments as quoted in the previous section help us to conclude that the following is satisfied:∫
SH
QFCSj1...jn−2(η) =
∫
SH
QFj1...jn−2(η) +
∫
SH
QCSj1...jn−2(η) (26)
= Φe Qe +Φm qm.
The variation δ¯ of QFj1...jn−2(η) implies
δ¯
∫
SH
QFj1...jn−2(η) = δ
∫
SH
QFj1...jn−2(η)−
∫
SH
QFj1...jn−2(δη) = δ
(
Φe Qe
)
(27)
+
2
(n− 2)!
∫
SH
∑
i
δΩ(i)φ
µ(i)Aµ ǫmαj1...jn−2 F
mα.
We can express the volume element ǫµaj1...jn−2 by the volume element on SH and by the vector N
α, which is ingoing
future directed null normal to SH, together with the normalization N
αηα = −1. It can be easily verify that this
relation and Eq.(27) enables us to write
δΦe Qe =
4
(n− 2)!
∫
SH
ǫj1...jn−2 F
mα Nm ηα η
dδAd (28)
−
2
(n− 2)!
∫
SH
ǫmαj1...jn−2 F
mα
∑
i
δΩ(i)φ
µ(i)Aµ.
We take now into account symplectic (n− 1)-form for the potential Aν . Due to the fact that on the event horizon of
black ring Fµαη
µ ∼ ηα and expressing the volume element ǫµaj1...jn−2 in the same form as in the above case, one gets∫
SH
ηj1 ΘFj1...jn−1 =
4
(n− 2)!
∫
SH
ǫj1...jn−2 F
δα Nδ ηα δAdη
d. (29)
6Using Eq.(28) together with the expressions (29) we finally conclude
δ¯
∫
SH
QFj1...jn−2(η)− η
j1 ΘFj1...jn−1 = Φe δQe. (30)
The same procedure as above applied to Chern-Simons term provides the following:
δ¯
∫
SH
QCSj1...jn−2(η) = δ
(
Φm qm
)
(31)
−
∫
SH
ǫmαj1...jn−2
γ(n− 2)
(n− 2)!
ǫmαab1b2...m1m2 Aa Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2
∑
i
δΩ(i)φ
d(i) Ad,
while variation of the potential multiplied by the local charge gives us
δΦm qm =
∫
SH
ǫj1...jn−2
2γ(n− 2)
(n− 2)!
ǫmαab1b2...m1m2 Nα ηm Aa Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2 η
dδAd (32)
+
∫
SH
ǫmαj1...jn−2
γ(n− 2)
(n− 2)!
ǫmαab1b2...m1m2 Aa Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2
∑
i
δΩ(i)φ
d(i) Ad.
Consequently it is easy to see that
∫
SH
ηj1 ΘCSj1...jn−1 =
∫
SH
ǫj1...jn−2
2γ(n− 2)
(n− 2)!
ηm ǫ
mjab1b2...m1m2 Nj Aa Fb1b2 . . . Fm1m2 η
d δAd. (33)
By virtue of Eq.(31) and (33) we can finally conclude the following:
δ¯
∫
SH
QCSj1...jn−2(η)− ξ
j1 ΘCSj1...jn−1 = Φm δqe. (34)
Consider, next, the contribution connected with gravitational field [19]. It implies
∫
SH
QGRj1...jn−2(η) = 2κA, (35)
where A =
∫
SH
ǫj1...jn−2 is the area of the black ring horizon. In terms of the above derivations one obtains
δ¯
∫
SH
QGRj1...jn−2(η) = 2δ
(
κA
)
+ 2
∑
i
δΩ(i) J
(i), (36)
where J (i) = 12
∫
SH
ǫj1...jn−2ab∇
aφ(i)b is the angular momentum connected with the Killing vector field φ(i) responsible
for the rotation in the adequate directions. Conducting the calculations as in Ref.[19] it could be found that the integral
over the black ring horizon from the product ξj1 ΘGRj1...jn−1(η) can be written as∫
SH
ηj1 ΘGRj1...jn−1(η) = 2A δκ+ 2
∑
i
δΩ(i) J
(i). (37)
From Eq.(36) and (37) one imediatelly obtains the expression
δ¯
∫
SH
QGRj1...jn−2(η)− ξ
j1 ΘGRj1...jn−1 = 2κ δA. (38)
Summing it all up, namely taking into account Eqs.(30) and (38), we find that the equilibrium state version of the
first law of black rings mechanics in Einstein n-dimensional gravity with CS term, can be determined by the formula:
α δM −
∑
i
Ω(i)δJ
(i) +Φe δQe +Φm δqm = 2κ δA. (39)
7IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides the first law of black ring thermodynamics both for the physical process version and equilibrium
state one. We considered n-dimensional gravity with CS term being the simplest generalization of the minimal five-
dimensional supergarvity in which a stationary black rings solutions were achieved. In five-dimensional case the
solutions were sufficiently complicated that a first law could not be obtained by inspection (in Ref.[30] the first law
of black ring thermodynamics was found by means of the ADM formalism method [20]).
Deriving the physical process version we changed infinitesimally a stationary black ring solution by throwing matter
into it. Taking into account that the black ring settles down to a stationary state we derive the first law of thermo-
dynamics. The same form of the law we obtained considering equilibrium state version. We choose an arbitrary cross
section of the black ring event horizon to the future of bifurcation surface, contrary to the previous derivations based
on taking into considerations bifurcation surface as the boundary of the hypersurface extending to spatial infinity. In
general, as was remarked in Ref.[27] this attitude enables one to treat fields which are not necessary smooth through
the event horizon. The only requirement is that their pull-back in the future of the bifurcation surface be smooth.
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